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Comments on Noesis 102 thru 104

I was glad to see Robert Hannon elaborate on his "wave analyzer" hypothesis so as to make it even
easier than before to shoot it down. He writes (Noesis 102 p 12) "The validity of the Fourier Series
has been verified by countless measurements." Not so. The Fourier series is mathematics, not
physics. No amount of measurement can verify or refute it.
If, he claims, we could spectrum-analyze a pulse completely and before it ends, then the future
would be determinate. This is just what we cannot do. Mr. Hannon's argument is similar to saying
that Euclidean geometry "has been verified by countless measurements." Therefore, parallel lines
never meet, therefore the Earth is flat! (This is only an hypothesis.)
At this point I will forsake my "psychotic obsession" (p 15) with Mr. Hannon and move on to less
trivial topics. Kevin Langdon has provided us with a number of statements which are nontrivial and to
which I would like to respond. First, (Noesis 103, p8) on abortion:
I think abortion is wrong, an interference with something sacred, but I do not believe it
should be illegal Prohibition of something this popular is unworkable. It would
endanger the lives of those who feel compelled to seek out underground (and
therefore unregulated) medical facilities.
I think abortion is homicide There is no good reason why homicide should be safe and comfortable
for the killer.
Kevin quotes Scientific American on the supposed decline of the ozone layer. This claim is pure
speculation. There is no known natural history of the ozone layer. It was never measured
systematically until a few decade ago. What, for example is the effect of the sunspot cycle on the
ozone layer? We don't know.
At the risk of sounding paranoid, let me state that! do not trust Scientific American. It has never
ever run a piece favorable to the defense of America and the West since the cold war began. Some say
it is because the publisher's wife is a Communist. Anyway, it publishes ideology disguised as science.
Kevin continues: "The world's rainforests, marshes.. continue to be destroyed..." Yes, swamps and
jungles are being tamed. Places such as these, and deserts, and mountains, are all hostile to human life
Only wealthy people have the luxury of enjoying pestholes and wildernesses. MI said, capitalism and
the production of more wealth are the only hopes orsaving" such places.
Kevin enters fantasyland in his claim that "Most scientists studying the earth and its waters and
atmosphere now believe that global warming is a real phenomenon..." I know of one study that
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Dear Rick.

4473 Staghorn Lane

Rick Rosner • 40ESIS • 509 Balboa Blvd

Sarasota FL 3423S-5626

nolo° CA 91316-3430

Enclosed are four more articles involving my crackpot science.
mitich you atay publish in NOME f you .ant.
11 MASS ARO RELATIVE VELOCITY offers • fairly simple eyplanation
Of the nOparent varlets.. of mass with ....lat... velocity. using
aaaaa c mass equation'.
only elvieeical. physics. I derive the
using only the physics of Coulomb and Newton. The only ..now . Idea
involved is the recognition of en establa•hee hitt of nature.
This is entirely original with me.

EMCO.T /IT

ROBERT J. HANNON

mEl

Rented 1.4 June 95
E

4473 Staghorn Lane
14 June 95

Sarasota Fl 34.236-51.16
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41 THE DERIVATIONS OF THE EINSTEIN-LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION offers
Einstein's
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Proof
00000 food
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▪
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Proof that the generic t 0000f ormation equations can not produce
It is written as three independent
the ELT without ...rtmC.X/T.
tertian., ehiCh could be published empar•telY.
best regard*,
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it come out positive. My feelings for this object of my grand passion were precisely neutral! I

arrogant who always presume to know bettor.
Apparently you are
one of that truly sad group who believe that only they are
comnpotont to hold views on any complex subject.

date my recovery from Norma's rejection of me from that point.

7) Rick

the relationship was very risky. Actually. I cheated. I assigned more points to the pluses to make

Soon I began to reach this assessment of Norms She was a virtuoso of failure. You name the
mode of failure, and Wit was at all possible Norma would do it And she would continue to find
new ways to fail Some time after I got out of the hospital I found out that she was pregnant. Of
course. She hadn't been an unwed mother before, so she had to do it. The last time I saw her

and Chris publish my writings because they obviously
receive an inadequate supply of printable stuff from the members.
Langan is an example. Its possible that there is a great idea
buried in his jargon, but it is not available to the rest of us
because he is unable to express his ideas in plain English.
Early on, I attempted correspondence with him, but gave up when he
tried to impose rules on my use of the language.

was a few months after her son Jason was born. The psychologist told me a year or two later that
Norma married a friend she had known previously.
Years later, after better experiences of friendship and love, I was utterly appalled by the

Personally, I will be pleased to be nothing but a subscriber to
NOESIS, when my writings are squeezed out by the truly superior
ideas and views presented by the great geniuses who are members of
Mega.

thought that once the thing I had wanted most was to marry Norma. Of all the things she did,
that she once totaled a car she was driving because of an epileptic seizure summed up for me her

In the two years or so that I have been a subscriber, I have not
found much of genius-level merit in NOESIS.

total lack of responsibility.
Norma, my lady of fitilure, I remember you still with affection. You were the first stranger, the
very first, to share with me the milk of human kindness in a way I could fully accept. I remember
you from a distance, and I'm glad it's from a distance. You always generated as much erotic heat

El) You refer to my "prolific output of material at a level of
quality significantly below the standard, such as it is, of this
journal."
What is the basis of your judgment of the quality of my writings?

in those around you as you possibly could, and then—you moved on. I hope you have found some
measure of peace and health, as I have. But I doubt it.

9) I look forward to receiving your answers to my questions, so
that I may have even a glimmer of understanding of the workings of
an intellect purported to be vastly superior to mine.
Most sincerely,

Robert J. Hannon
PS, My unpublished paper THE DERIVATIONS OF THE EINSTEIN-LORENTZ
TRANSFORMATION will be presented on 24 May to the regional meeting
of the American Aassociation for the Advancement of Science to be
held at the University of Oklahoma.
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May 3, 1995
COPY i 5Jciue9S"

Ronald K. Hoeflin
P. O. Box 539
New York, NY 10101

Dear Rick Rosner:
ROBERT J HANNON
26 April 95

4473 Staghorn Lane

Sarasota FL 34238-5626

KEVIN LANGDON, Box 795, Berkeley CA 94701
Dear Kevin,
Reading your letter on p9 of NOESIS 104, I wonder what can be the
factual premises of your gratuitous slurs.
1) You say "Mr Hannon's writings are full of elementary errors and
show that the author has not taken the trouble to understand the
things he's criticizing."
What are these "elementary errors"? What is the basis of your
judgment that they are errors?
What is the factual basis for your judgment that I have not taken
the trouble to understand the things I criticize? Clearly from
your later comments, you don't understand those subjects, so how
can you judge my level of understanding?
2) you go on, "Others with more expertise in this field than I
have pointed out many of these errors; I will not add to their
,critiques."
b4ho are the experts to which you refer? When did they point out
I'll appreciate
"many" (indeed, a single one) of my errors?
specific references, as I am unaware of any cold, objective,
scientifically-sound refutation of any of my views by any member
of Mega or ISPE.
Do you presume that anyone who disagrees with me is necessarily
more "expert" than I? If so, what is the premise of such a view?
3) Fundamental physics (such as relativity) presents a challenge
to the intellect. I find it appalling that so few members of any
of the "High 10" groups seem truly interested in the subject. I
also find it truly peculiar that so many claim a lack of
understanding of freshman-level math.
I am bored to distraction by articles on religion, the colon, 10
testing, and puzzles. Nevertheless, I read them in NOESIS, in the
hope of finding something of value. I had hoped to find really
innovative thinking in the "High 10" groups. I have been sadly
disappointed.
4) Chris Langan's "letters" to me in NOESIS have been pure
arrogant BS. He simply doesn't comprehend the fundamentals of
special relativity.
5) You say, "Ron Yannone makes Robert Hannon look rational."
What is the factual basis of your judgment of my rationality?
6) I barely knimminlistamodffscesT iiir rtikpia defending me as an
individual. She was defending the Intilldetual right of people to
hold and express unorthodox views without being ridiculed by the

The following are a few comments on the last three issues of Noesis
--particularly the remarks of Kevin Langdon.
Cl) In issue #103, page 7, Kevin says regarding the idea of Rick
Rosner and Chris Cole to require ten pages of material from each member
per year, "Who the hell do you two bozos think you are to dictate to the
members of the Mega—STEiety?" Yet Kevin apparently sees no dictating when
he remarks in issue #104, page 6, regarding the verbal problems I constructed to which Chris Cole revealed his answers (one of which was wrong,
incidentally), "No item that has been the subject of these discussions
can be used [in any new test I. Ron Hoeflin, construct] as the answers
are now public information." But since the circulation of Noesis is only
25 or 30, I personally do not consider this sufficiently "public" to bar
use of the test items in, say, Omni magazine. I would simply have to exclude the readers of Noesis froi—fiking the test. If Noesis readers were
to share their answerniTh
,
others, that would be little different from
a person who scored high on the LAIT or Mega Tests sharing his or her
answers with others--a shortcoming that none of these self-administered
tests are immune to. To sum up, then. Kevin does not speak for me on this
matter, and I really do not appreciate his ex cathedra tone.
Kevin also asserts in issue 103, page 11, that "The Hyper Test Ron
has written about, which will contain his best spatial problems, will be
much less strongly loaded on crystallized intelligence and will have a
higher ceiling than the Mega Test." Here again Kevin is jumping the gun
and speaking for me when in fiCi—his assertion is incorrect. If I do construct a Hyper Test, it is likely to consist of 100 of the best items from
my Mega, lifirl,—TrZ Ultra tests, of which 50 would be verbal analogies and
50 would be non-verbal
Conceivably the test could be divided into
a separate verbal test of 50 items and a non-verbal test of 50 items.
The latter would then be suitable for translation into foreign languages.
It would probably include some numerical items, since I do not think I have
enough spatial items in my three tests to construct an independent test.
At any rate, I have not reached any final conclusions about all this, since
I have been focusing my energies on the completion of my book. Decoding
Philosophy, which already exceeds 1,000 typed, double-spaced pages. I may
never complete my Ultra Test, much less a Hyper Test or some purely
spatial test derivative from the latter if no outlet for the test manifests itself. Neither Omni nor the Triple Nine Society has expressed an
interest so far. (Triple Nine had, through one of its officers, Clint
Williams, expressed an interest in a timed, supervised test consisting of
multiple-choice items derived from my Mega and Titan tests, but Mr. Williams
em strangely incapable of fathoming the need-TB—renorm such a test
seed
rather than relying on norms based on untimed, non-multiple-choice tests.
In any case, when I suggested to Clint that he make use of my new Ultra
Test, perhaps suitably modified for timed, supervised use, he evinced
zero interest in the proposal. Kevin's discussion of the low difference
between timed and untimed test scores in issue #103, page 18, is perhaps
intended as an indirect support for Mr. Williams position.)
NORMS Number 107 July 1996
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(2) In issue 104, page 13, Kevin sums up his criticism of Ron
Yannone's Creationism by stating, "'Creation science' is an oxymoron.
And Ron Yannone makes Robert Hannon look rational." Yet we get a glimpse
of Kevin's own bizarre intellectual landscape when we see his references
In issue 104, page 11, to Gurdjieff and Ouspensky as his own intellectual
gurus. Since I have not studied either of these writers sufficiently
to pontificate on their shortcomings, let me try a different approach.
I think it can be shown that Kevin's critique of free will suffers
from analogous intellectual problems to those that Creationism does. What
Creationism can't adequately explain is why it is as if the world were
billions of years old rather than the mere thousand; specified in the Bible.
Fossils could perhaps be explained as artifacts that God left around to
lead the unfaithful astray. But then God would be a deceiver, which seems
Inconsistent with his purportedly all-good nature. The ancient Greeks
Invented a dictum in connection with the motions of the planets, namely,
that the scientist's role is to "save the appearances." We might add to
this the dictum of William of Ockham that "entities are not to be multiplied
without necessity," which means, in other words, that we should save the
appearances with the most efficient and simple intellectual machinery
possible if we want to get at the truth. Now just as Creationists leave
the fossils out there dangling in mid-air without efficient explanation,
we find that Kevin also leaves something out of his system of thought,
dangling in mid-air. In issue 104, page 7, he criticizes vocabulary items
on the grounds that they merely require "familiarity" rahter than "struggle."
But in issue 103, page 12, he says that we have "delusions of agency,"
since Kevin believes, as he remarks on that same page, that "'voluntary'
muscular action" can be given a "mechanical," i.e., deterministic, explanation. Now the problem with mechanism is that it has no evident use for
a feeling of struggle or muscular strain at all. The feelings are dangling
out there in mid-air Just as fossils are for Creationists with no rationale
for their existence.
The puzzle is that Kevin appears to struggle mightily to convince us
of his points of view. But if this whole process is mechanical, then what
possible difference could it make what we believe? We would be like shadows
who are condemned to go wherever our masters walk. The decisions are not
our concern, since we merely fall in line with thatever Destiny--in the
form of a mechanized universe--has in store for us. So there is really an
Inherent contradiction in Kevin's system, just as there is one in the
Creationist's position. Neither position saves the appearances efficiently
and economically. One of the major goals of my own book, Decoding
Philosophy, will be to show how virtually all of the major metaphysical
outlooks that have been devised, including both mechanism and mysticism,
can be integrated within a single coherent and elegant system of thought.
without slipping. I hope, into any form of "crackpotism."
Sincerely,

a,1

ROBERT 3. HANNON
2 May 95

4473 Staghorn Lane

Sarasota FL 34238-5626

Rick Rosner • NOESIS • 5139 Balboa Blvd • Encino CA 91316-3430
Dear Rick,
In response to Robert Low's A BRIEF NOTE ON THE DERIVATION OF THE
LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION (Noesis 103, p4).
1) I have not (yet) published anything in TELICOM or NOES'S or
elsewhere in which I claim that the ELT is "wrong". 1 have said
that (assuming it is otherwise correct) it is algebraically
incomplete by virtue o/ not being reduced to its simplest possible
form.
As they stand the ELT equations are physical
impossibilities because they are dimensionally incorrect.
2) Your argument that the ELT is predicated on the conditional
"hypothesis".
xP

= CtP if and only if XP n CtP"

(which is the same as x/tmc if and only if x*/t'=C.)
indicates only that you do not remember that the results of
conditional analyses are valid only when all conditions are
fulfilled. The ELT derived on that premise is true only when,
wP = CtP and

= CtP

(which is the same as x/t = C and x'/t' = C.)
and can not be applied to situations in which that equality is not
true.
You have actually proven my point.
Your conditional statement may be "the hypothesis used" where you
operate, but it isn't elsewhere; it changes nothing.
No such conditional statement appears in either of Einstein's
derivations. It does not appear in any of the many "different"
derivations I have read, excepting only the one which includes
your "hypothesis".
3) What do you imagine the constant velocities V and C means in
physics and kinematics?
Best regards,

34,
Robert 3. Hannon
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May 3, 1995
COPY i 5Jciue9S"

Ronald K. Hoeflin
P. O. Box 539
New York, NY 10101

Dear Rick Rosner:
ROBERT J HANNON
26 April 95

4473 Staghorn Lane

Sarasota FL 34238-5626

KEVIN LANGDON, Box 795, Berkeley CA 94701
Dear Kevin,
Reading your letter on p9 of NOESIS 104, I wonder what can be the
factual premises of your gratuitous slurs.
1) You say "Mr Hannon's writings are full of elementary errors and
show that the author has not taken the trouble to understand the
things he's criticizing."
What are these "elementary errors"? What is the basis of your
judgment that they are errors?
What is the factual basis for your judgment that I have not taken
the trouble to understand the things I criticize? Clearly from
your later comments, you don't understand those subjects, so how
can you judge my level of understanding?
2) you go on, "Others with more expertise in this field than I
have pointed out many of these errors; I will not add to their
,critiques."
b4ho are the experts to which you refer? When did they point out
I'll appreciate
"many" (indeed, a single one) of my errors?
specific references, as I am unaware of any cold, objective,
scientifically-sound refutation of any of my views by any member
of Mega or ISPE.
Do you presume that anyone who disagrees with me is necessarily
more "expert" than I? If so, what is the premise of such a view?
3) Fundamental physics (such as relativity) presents a challenge
to the intellect. I find it appalling that so few members of any
of the "High 10" groups seem truly interested in the subject. I
also find it truly peculiar that so many claim a lack of
understanding of freshman-level math.
I am bored to distraction by articles on religion, the colon, 10
testing, and puzzles. Nevertheless, I read them in NOESIS, in the
hope of finding something of value. I had hoped to find really
innovative thinking in the "High 10" groups. I have been sadly
disappointed.
4) Chris Langan's "letters" to me in NOESIS have been pure
arrogant BS. He simply doesn't comprehend the fundamentals of
special relativity.
5) You say, "Ron Yannone makes Robert Hannon look rational."
What is the factual basis of your judgment of my rationality?
6) I barely knimminlistamodffscesT iiir rtikpia defending me as an
individual. She was defending the Intilldetual right of people to
hold and express unorthodox views without being ridiculed by the

The following are a few comments on the last three issues of Noesis
--particularly the remarks of Kevin Langdon.
Cl) In issue #103, page 7, Kevin says regarding the idea of Rick
Rosner and Chris Cole to require ten pages of material from each member
per year, "Who the hell do you two bozos think you are to dictate to the
members of the Mega—STEiety?" Yet Kevin apparently sees no dictating when
he remarks in issue #104, page 6, regarding the verbal problems I constructed to which Chris Cole revealed his answers (one of which was wrong,
incidentally), "No item that has been the subject of these discussions
can be used [in any new test I. Ron Hoeflin, construct] as the answers
are now public information." But since the circulation of Noesis is only
25 or 30, I personally do not consider this sufficiently "public" to bar
use of the test items in, say, Omni magazine. I would simply have to exclude the readers of Noesis froi—fiking the test. If Noesis readers were
to share their answerniTh
,
others, that would be little different from
a person who scored high on the LAIT or Mega Tests sharing his or her
answers with others--a shortcoming that none of these self-administered
tests are immune to. To sum up, then. Kevin does not speak for me on this
matter, and I really do not appreciate his ex cathedra tone.
Kevin also asserts in issue 103, page 11, that "The Hyper Test Ron
has written about, which will contain his best spatial problems, will be
much less strongly loaded on crystallized intelligence and will have a
higher ceiling than the Mega Test." Here again Kevin is jumping the gun
and speaking for me when in fiCi—his assertion is incorrect. If I do construct a Hyper Test, it is likely to consist of 100 of the best items from
my Mega, lifirl,—TrZ Ultra tests, of which 50 would be verbal analogies and
50 would be non-verbal
Conceivably the test could be divided into
a separate verbal test of 50 items and a non-verbal test of 50 items.
The latter would then be suitable for translation into foreign languages.
It would probably include some numerical items, since I do not think I have
enough spatial items in my three tests to construct an independent test.
At any rate, I have not reached any final conclusions about all this, since
I have been focusing my energies on the completion of my book. Decoding
Philosophy, which already exceeds 1,000 typed, double-spaced pages. I may
never complete my Ultra Test, much less a Hyper Test or some purely
spatial test derivative from the latter if no outlet for the test manifests itself. Neither Omni nor the Triple Nine Society has expressed an
interest so far. (Triple Nine had, through one of its officers, Clint
Williams, expressed an interest in a timed, supervised test consisting of
multiple-choice items derived from my Mega and Titan tests, but Mr. Williams
em strangely incapable of fathoming the need-TB—renorm such a test
seed
rather than relying on norms based on untimed, non-multiple-choice tests.
In any case, when I suggested to Clint that he make use of my new Ultra
Test, perhaps suitably modified for timed, supervised use, he evinced
zero interest in the proposal. Kevin's discussion of the low difference
between timed and untimed test scores in issue #103, page 18, is perhaps
intended as an indirect support for Mr. Williams position.)
NORMS Number 107 July 1996
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it come out positive. My feelings for this object of my grand passion were precisely neutral! I

arrogant who always presume to know bettor.
Apparently you are
one of that truly sad group who believe that only they are
comnpotont to hold views on any complex subject.

date my recovery from Norma's rejection of me from that point.

7) Rick

the relationship was very risky. Actually. I cheated. I assigned more points to the pluses to make

Soon I began to reach this assessment of Norms She was a virtuoso of failure. You name the
mode of failure, and Wit was at all possible Norma would do it And she would continue to find
new ways to fail Some time after I got out of the hospital I found out that she was pregnant. Of
course. She hadn't been an unwed mother before, so she had to do it. The last time I saw her

and Chris publish my writings because they obviously
receive an inadequate supply of printable stuff from the members.
Langan is an example. Its possible that there is a great idea
buried in his jargon, but it is not available to the rest of us
because he is unable to express his ideas in plain English.
Early on, I attempted correspondence with him, but gave up when he
tried to impose rules on my use of the language.

was a few months after her son Jason was born. The psychologist told me a year or two later that
Norma married a friend she had known previously.
Years later, after better experiences of friendship and love, I was utterly appalled by the

Personally, I will be pleased to be nothing but a subscriber to
NOESIS, when my writings are squeezed out by the truly superior
ideas and views presented by the great geniuses who are members of
Mega.

thought that once the thing I had wanted most was to marry Norma. Of all the things she did,
that she once totaled a car she was driving because of an epileptic seizure summed up for me her

In the two years or so that I have been a subscriber, I have not
found much of genius-level merit in NOESIS.

total lack of responsibility.
Norma, my lady of fitilure, I remember you still with affection. You were the first stranger, the
very first, to share with me the milk of human kindness in a way I could fully accept. I remember
you from a distance, and I'm glad it's from a distance. You always generated as much erotic heat

El) You refer to my "prolific output of material at a level of
quality significantly below the standard, such as it is, of this
journal."
What is the basis of your judgment of the quality of my writings?

in those around you as you possibly could, and then—you moved on. I hope you have found some
measure of peace and health, as I have. But I doubt it.

9) I look forward to receiving your answers to my questions, so
that I may have even a glimmer of understanding of the workings of
an intellect purported to be vastly superior to mine.
Most sincerely,

Robert J. Hannon
PS, My unpublished paper THE DERIVATIONS OF THE EINSTEIN-LORENTZ
TRANSFORMATION will be presented on 24 May to the regional meeting
of the American Aassociation for the Advancement of Science to be
held at the University of Oklahoma.
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ROBERT J. HANNON

Sarasota Fl 34.236-51.16

Dear Rick.
Enclosed are four more articles involving my crackpot science.
mitich you atay publish in NOME f you .ant.
11 MASS ARO RELATIVE VELOCITY offers • fairly simple eyplanation
Of the nOparent varlets.. of mass with ....lat... velocity. using
aaaaa c mass equation'.
only elvieeical. physics. I derive the
using only the physics of Coulomb and Newton. The only ..now . Idea
involved is the recognition of en establa•hee hitt of nature.
This is entirely original with me.
011 TINE DILATION ...plains the apparent inc 00000 of the
da
using
halt-life of unstable partic lee movio1 at nor light speed
The only "neer idea involve* as the
only classical physics.
This is entirely
✓ecognition of an estael lolled fact of nature.
with me
31 g

oft is oostly historical and aducataonal. I'm sure most of

was di•coyerea before
.C.
Your reader s are not aware that E
and does not require Spatial Relativity. I'm •Iso sure
Einstein,

Than paper
in. derivation.
that oast have never seen Einstein
contains one of the pre-Einotein derivations of that equation. and
EinStein's 1905 relativistic derivation . The only Nannon content
other than try CoolleCtire aaaaa tree in par 3, an which I point out
the most glaring fit. (there are mon. othersI an Einsteln . s
der1 aaa aa .
I suspect that if Einstein S derivation alone were published under
your readers would call it
my name rather than Einstein
crackpot sc lens • .... and they eOu Id be right.
41 THE DERIVATIONS OF THE EINSTEIN-LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION offers
Einstein's
of
both
that
Proof
00000 food
rh.. paper •••• presented on 24 May
doo oo lions are incorrect
▪
nolo at 0.6 'oho.e state
95 at the regional meeting of the ANIS
uo.voroity. It iS Ileventeen Pages long because I quote Einstein at
length.. that my readers wall kno• whet he actually said las
opposed to the SE Oaten fOund in textbooks I. It also includes
Proof that the generic t 0000f ormation equations can not produce
It is written as three independent
the ELT without ...rtmC.X/T.
tertian., ehiCh could be published empar•telY.

Einstein
ts almost un I 00000 Ily creoited math the diecovery
1published In 1905, of the wor id- faeous relationship E . aEl,
which was the premise for the development of the atomic Ogee and
Others derived E 0 mC. years before
nuclear power plants.
Einstein, using the classical physics of Newton one Haswell.
Mueerous esper amines indicate that, an nuclear reactions involving
This is genera lly
a loss of mass, Efoesappear to equal mCi.
accepted all proof of Einstein s Theory of Special Relativity.
...ever, is the physical reason for this actually that PeStulated
by Einstein'
While Einstein.1905 d rrrrr flog' is based on his Theory Of Special
Relativity, an 1946 he published has non-relativietac 'Elementary
Derivation of the Equivalence of Mass and Energy". which is based
on the "law of aberration of light'.
The pre-Einstein derivations. are predicated On Uh . ides that
electromagnetic radiation tEMA/ such am light has ...Can tu." •ne
n
▪ wee. ts "Pr
Roswell c•lculated the rrrrr IF I ....fled bY
EMS of rrrrr y 1E/ to bra
'Si

F

. here C a the velocity of Propagation of E
AS the rate of change of rrrrrr with time.
In Newtonian mechanics,
uluir• m

empty

Slige•.

of/at

FOSS

COI

eine and • • •CC•leaditiOn. And,

(C1

ea • actin

pheco. p • acteenty• • eV, idler. V • Velocity.
1/ One pre-Einstein derivation is as follows.
F • dertit
Therefore,44E/dtlitelp/Oti •

ll/ClIdEidt)

(1-11.

. atiop

Then. assuming C inconstant.
tip • C, or p • E/C
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Substituting 4(-3) into 41-510
dm • dp/C • dc/CS
dE m deCi

or

and integrating Math sides,

E • met

Cl -10
((-7

This derivation is premised on that wore. at the time unproven
theorstacal aspen
el C is • remnant, lb/
EMS has
momenta InhiCh aS • mechohical concept) which can be equated with
mC. IC I mate is • aaa A aaaa .
Stu aa aa (1-11 can not state that
EMI. nes momentum without the more subtle but vital presumption
that the seemingly independent •Mechanicel . and 'toilette...mg
domains contain phenomena that are equivalent and interchangeable
That mos
reaso aaaaa idea an the late 19th century. but Only in
theory.
21 Einstein's 1905 aaaaa ivietie deri,rotien l'Oees the Inertia of •
Boer depend tipon it. EnergY-Centent7. Annals. der Phisit, 17,
190S1 As based on the specific physical situation fundamental to
Special Relatavity, tiro duCtidint, Cartesian Systeme of
Coo aaaaa to
iSCs1 an
tranalateey,
notion at velocity V. SC-K has coordinate •roe ..y.A and time t
SC-4(0 hat coordinate •mits X.Y.I and time T. The coordinate •ros of
the two SCs are parallel and the
des with the I's'is.
Velocity Vi. such that the origin S.0 is aortae in the direction
of Inc aaaa a aa
relative to the origin .n0.
Eanstean tarsi tells as that On the principles of his entrants
i aaaa tagation ('On the Electrodynamace of Moran.; Spates%
der Physak. 17, (905) no has 'deduced, among other things, the
following result , '
40-1)

where. E

the aaaaa y of • system of plane waves ot light
measured an SC-K.
Es . the energy of the Salle eystem of plane aaaaa of light
measured an SC-Kt.
• the angle "the
I. of the
waves of
light makes loath the .-en . lot SC-10.
V
the velocity of lee relative to 44.0 in the direction
of inc aaaa in.
C • the velocity of light.

Then Einstein proCelidei
'Let there be • stationary body in the
eyelet, CSC -4), and let its aaaaa y -referred to the einem CSC -it) be
Co.
Let the energy Of the beefy aaaaa lye to the syethe CSC-KA1
movang
apove with the velocity Y. be ilet. Let this beer send
out, an • direction mating en dangle • with the anis al is, plane
males of light. of ...... *Er measured relatively to
-K1. and
Sieultaneausly an genet tinentity of light in the Opposite
direction. Meanwhile the body remetne at rest math respect to the

F

g-go aa
T,[;
.a. .
Ti i
Q48
i t
O i r

g Es.

gt

system (SC -K).
The principle o/ energy oust manly to this
process. and in fact (by the principle of relatawIty, pith respect
to both sistas of coordinates. If.. call the energy of the beer
after the een .. .. of light C411 or mu) respectavelv, ronaured
rel aa aaI y to ESC-4(1 or CSC-Kt] respectively. then by omplOyeeet
o f (equation la -Ill we obtain,

la-al

Derived
4n thas way, E • mCt as valid /or any sass regardless of
Ate velocity Or other dynamics.

Se • E(11-1,4 ,C1cogolf.01-Vf/Cf1)

50-

.10 a

Ho

mil“.4ercri-eviCicosol/Tcl-vtiCtO
.0,- ([1.4viCicosoliSci-vi/C311

Ho •HticEr/111-V, /C,

4-S1

Sy subtreation p. obtain Dom these equations
nio-Eol-11441(-61141 • Sr00/01-VirC8)]-1)

4-41

The
two
at the lore M-E oc aaaa any An (10-441 have
sample physical sign if iC• a ... H en,
•r• ehergy values of the
tome body referred to too systmes ot coo .. i aa tem snarl's ore au
motion relatively to each other, the body being at rest in one of
the
two systems (SC-K). Thu. it as clear that the difference 14-11
can
the kinetic energy K of the body, with respect
to
the other finite,. (SC-KS), only by an aaa a aa constant (0). which
depends on the choice Of the arbitrary ads. aaaaa constants of
the
argon H an4 E. Thus me may places
Ho-go 5 No • 0
P441 1 -Ell 1 e 401) • 0

41 -51
11 6)

aaaaa 0 does not change during the ea aaaaaa at light. So ne Niro
t o -KO

ErC(1//(1 -V./C. )1 -I)

kinetic energy of the body with respect to CSC-del cis aaaaa
as • result of the
of light, and the amount of
the
damirmtion is independent of the prop.
Of the body

The

Neglecting magnitudes of the fourth and higher orders, toe may
piece
✓e-1011

5irilit/C0 •

Ca -el

Through this point. le. the mass of the 'body', is not mentioned in
a/habeas . * analysis. m Ones not appear in IE -7/ or 12-41.
Thee
iinetein aaaaa

.11 • bet gives off !miserly Cr in the term of radiation, it. ease
diminishes by Er/Cl. The fact that the energy withdrawn from the
body "roess energy of radiation evidently maims no difference, so
that me are led to the more gasohol conclusion that
The maaa of • body as • erasure of ate energy -contenti at the
e nergy changes by Er, the moos changes in the •a• ease by

a
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and since to • EY before glutting the light rays.
where does equation i2Si come from, Einstein elsewhere had
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The most astounding aspect of Einstein'. derivmtton ts that,
31
assusing at is physically and a Igearalcal ly 'cite.it does *et
a entire
apply to 'bodies that are net in notion.
analysis is predicated on assumed di rrrrrrrrr in the 'energy" of •
'body' and of light rays when measured relative to tie SCs that
are in • •pectfic kind of r• lath.* stetson. If the SC contain Sag
Ow "body' is not in motion at V relative to the Other SC, ithst
is, Vs0) his equation.
Ea • CM -IV/Clcosel/ft -VI

»

Ek
Vi/C. is small Compared with unity. the Ours of these tetras
always smell in cooper...on wIth the second, which lest alone is
considered in classical mechanics. The first term Kt does not
contain the vg104 ty . and requires no consideration if we are
dealing only with ...atlas* as to no. the energy of a point-m.0S
depends on velocity.' In the same artiCla. Eansteln later
tetra set...is nothing !else than the pnergY
enplaing,
Possessed by the body....

tan)) .
,a-1,4

El • K

become.
when

while this may explain 'Neglecting magnitudes of the fourth and
", it does not yield I2 -SI. The aeries of R -Ill is
higher
derived from E. • eCt/III-Vate.1, and, from R-Kl, to
Kr/Ill -.1/C.1 sot

and his entire analysis Collapses. as .0110001

Substituting this into elitiE

Since, according to Einstein.

Then,

-Sal
la-as)

Ho-En • KO • C
HIII-Efil a XIII • c

la-,a'

Ote -KM • 0

cE -SO.
Ito-Slat • Er(Ilitti -Vi/Ctil -I/

aVS/8 . eC:

Set
And.

Els . 0, Set glIrIVfiCil

end, .hen V.0, his equation.

Elt . •Ct/III-VtiC2I

free imhich he Obtained E . OCt. is without any physical at
• lenatr•ic foundatiee.

Er m eel

ah.

A Change in kinetic meetly due to nisei/in of light is,
Ito -XIII • eCICCl/Ill -../Cf/1 -I)

CM-71

[rift/KIS-tit/CM-I) • 0 a ilt

factor 1/0 in aVtle is due to the fact that g sass suet
accelerate free V.0 to V.V. SO its enrage energy is lit of its
peak OfMrgy sta..

SO

lit.)

He-go - 0.01.1.411,1 00

and, according to Einstein.

Where does ii -101 come fres? Einittain Odeon t explain. Here is
If the kinetic ...orgy of • mass a ts mot/E. than,
en
since light suet •letays travel at C. the kinetic energy of light
must be AO. sot

Set

Ca -let

He-ge • Mill-Sill

and,
Si. • Oto
Er/Ica-of/C*1,
.C.ISIL-V ,IC.0
• Er te.
•

ia-aa1

En • KII.M.Er
Me • MCI '-'Er

I2-7.1

bete,e asi tting the rays Of light.
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Comments on Noesis 102 thru 104
By Robert Dick
13 Speer Street
Somerville, NJ 08876
rdick@haven. Scorn
I was glad to see Robert Hannon elaborate on his "wave analyzer" hypothesis so as to make it even
easier than before to shoot it down. He writes (Noesis 102 p 12) "The validity of the Fourier Series
has been verified by countless measurements." Not so. The Fourier series is mathematics, not
physics. No amount of measurement can verify or refute it.
If, he claims, we could spectrum-analyze a pulse completely and before it ends, then the future
would be determinate. This is just what we cannot do. Mr. Hannon's argument is similar to saying
that Euclidean geometry "has been verified by countless measurements." Therefore, parallel lines
never meet, therefore the Earth is flat! (This is only an hypothesis.)
At this point I will forsake my "psychotic obsession" (p 15) with Mr. Hannon and move on to less
trivial topics. Kevin Langdon has provided us with a number of statements which are nontrivial and to
which I would like to respond. First, (Noesis 103, p8) on abortion:
I think abortion is wrong, an interference with something sacred, but I do not believe it
should be illegal Prohibition of something this popular is unworkable. It would
endanger the lives of those who feel compelled to seek out underground (and
therefore unregulated) medical facilities.
I think abortion is homicide There is no good reason why homicide should be safe and comfortable
for the killer.
Kevin quotes Scientific American on the supposed decline of the ozone layer. This claim is pure
speculation. There is no known natural history of the ozone layer. It was never measured
systematically until a few decade ago. What, for example is the effect of the sunspot cycle on the
ozone layer? We don't know.
At the risk of sounding paranoid, let me state that! do not trust Scientific American. It has never
ever run a piece favorable to the defense of America and the West since the cold war began. Some say
it is because the publisher's wife is a Communist. Anyway, it publishes ideology disguised as science.
Kevin continues: "The world's rainforests, marshes.. continue to be destroyed..." Yes, swamps and
jungles are being tamed. Places such as these, and deserts, and mountains, are all hostile to human life
Only wealthy people have the luxury of enjoying pestholes and wildernesses. MI said, capitalism and
the production of more wealth are the only hopes orsaving" such places.
Kevin enters fantasyland in his claim that "Most scientists studying the earth and its waters and
atmosphere now believe that global warming is a real phenomenon..." I know of one study that
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